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15-121 Fall 2019 Quiz 1
Up to 15 minutes. No calculators, no notes, no books, no computers. Show your work!

1. (2 points) Multiple Choice: Which of the following best describes the dropped quiz policy?

© Some complicated thing involving replacing a bad quiz if the following quizzes are better.

© Some complicated thing involving replacing the lowest score with the median score.

© A simple thing where the lowest quiz is dropped.

© No quizzes will be dropped.

© The last student standing in a Hunger Games style arena match has their lowest three quizzes
dropped.

2. (5 points) True/False: Answer the following questions by writing T for true or F for false.

(a) This course has no textbook.

(b) You have three late days to use on homework and you can use at most one on a single assignment.

(c) Regrade requests for any assignment may be submitted anytime before the final exam.

(d) A student can ask to have a homework submission deleted within 24 hours of the submission
deadline, no questions asked.

3. (13 points) Academic Integrity: Check the box next to each item below that is an academic integrity
violation in this course. If an item is not a violation, then leave the box unchecked. Assume that both
Ahmed and Roudha are students in the course.

� Ahmed hires a private tutor who helps him study by solving old quizzes and exams with him.

� Ahmed hires a private tutor who helps him study by giving him some new programming exercises
to solve and then walking him through solving them.

� Ahmed hires a private tutor who helps him with homework 1 by providing him with a solution to
the assignment.

� Ahmed hires a private tutor who helps him with homework 1 by explaining how to solve it, but
does not provide him with a solution.

� Roudha’s friend (who is not paid) helps her study by solving old quizzes and exams with her.

� Roudha’s friend (who is not paid) helps her study by giving her some new programming exercises
to solve and then walking her through solving them.

� Roudha’s friend (who is not paid) helps her with homework 1 by providing her with a solution to
the assignment.

� Roudha’s friend (who is not paid) helps her with homework 1 by explaining how to solve it, but
does not provide her with a solution.

� Roudha and Ahmed discuss homework 1 together, brainstorming some high-level ideas about how
to solve it.

� Roudha tells Ahmed about some ideas for good testcases to test his solution to homework 1.

� Ahmed has a strange error message in Eclipse, and Roudha takes a look at the error for him and
then shows him that one line of his code is missing a semi-colon.

� Ahmed finds some code on the internet that helps him solve the homework and uses copy/paste
to insert it into his code.

� Ahmed finds some code on the internet that helps him solve the homework and types it into his
code by hand without using copy/paste.


